
  BROOKLYN HEIGHTS POLICE BLOTTER  

 
3/1/21 Business on Spring Road reporting people using their dumpster; special attention to area.  

Registration check on vehicle at West 8th and Tuxedo; driver had active felony warrant with 
Parma PD and admitted to having illegal substance (methamphetamine) in pocket; vehicle 
towed and party transported to North Royalton jail for booking.  Driver on Granger Road 
cited for not having driver’s license on person.   

 
3/2/21 Independence PD requesting assistance with traffic stop on I-480 W/B; Independence PD 

to handle.  Warning citation issued for vehicle parked on West 6th Street during prohibited 
hours.  Unresponsive male in vehicle on Schaaf Lane; determined to be overdose; narcan 
administered; party in custody for OVI charges and transported to hospital. Driver cited on 
Granger Road for driving under suspension and unsafe vehicle; vehicle towed. Driver cited 
on Granger Road for speed; 55/35; turned over to Parma PD on active warrant; vehicle 
towed.  Report taken for two-car accident on I-480 E/B; driver cited for assured clear 
distance ahead.  Driver cited on Granger Road for two headlights required.  Driver cited on 
Granger Road for speed and marked lanes; advised on conveyance of weapon.   

 
3/3/21 Driver on Granger Road taken into custody for OVI, refusal, open container in motor vehicle 

and improper backing; vehicle towed.  Report of vehicle fleeing the scene from accident on 
I-480 W/B in Independence; observed vehicle exit at Granger Road; stopped on Hinckley; 
turned over to Independence PD on OVI charges.  Report of a disturbance on West 7th; 
verbal dispute; parties separated for the night.  Two-car accident I-480 W/B – 176 S/B; 
driver cited for assured clear distance ahead.  Driver cited for driving on wrong side of 
roadway on Granger Road.  Driver cited on Brookpark Road for driving under suspension 
and excessive window tint.  Party on station to file report for identity theft.  Driver cited for 
traffic light violation at W. Schaaf and Tuxedo.   

 
3/4/21 Provided mutual aid to Cleveland PD for one-car accident on 176 ramp.  Assisted 

Independence PD with a traffic stop on Granger Road.  Driver cited for speed on Granger 
Road.  Driver cited for no driver’s license on Granger Road.  Resident on Belmont reporting 
hearing a helicopter and voices outside residence; unable to locate cause.  Driver cited for 
speed 54/35 and expired plates.  Driver cited on E. Schaaf for speed and driving under 
suspension. 

 
3/5/21 Driver cited on Granger Road for failure to reinstate.  Party on West 5th reporting rear 

window of vehicle smashed out; appears to be weather related.  Wire down near Schaaf 
and Marengo; phone company notified.  Advised dispatch to contact Signal Service for 
malfunctioning traffic signal at Lancaster and Granger.  Driver cited on Granger Road for 
fictitious plates and driving under suspension; located firearm in vehicle; contraband and 
currency seized; active warrant with Parma PD; transported to North Royalton jail; vehicle 
towed.   

 
3/6/21 Assisted Independence PD with a roll-over two-car accident with multiple injuries on I-480 

E/B; assisted with extricating occupants and closing down entrance ramp to I-77; OSP on 
scene and handled report.  Driver cited on I-480 W/B for speed 75/60.  Warning citation 
issued on West 6th for parking during prohibited hours.  Report taken for identity theft.    

 
3/7/21 Driver cited on West 8thand Tuxedo for stop sign violation.  Provided mutual aid to Seven 

Hills PD regarding subject barricaded in house; subject found deceased with self-inflicted 
gunshot wound.   

 
3/8/21 Vehicle with heavy rear-end damage abandoned on Resource Drive; vehicle towed.  

Three-car accident on I-480 E/B; no injuries; driver cited for reasonable control.  Party on 
station to retrieve lost phone; property returned.   

 



3/9/21 Warning citations issued for prohibited parking 3 a.m. – 5 a.m. on North, West 6th and West 
8th Streets.  Noise complaint from resident on North for business on Brookpark Road; party 
advised of noise ordinance and machine usage; will comply.  Provided mutual aid to Valley 
View PD regarding irate male at restaurant.  Driver cited for speed 40/25 on E. Schaaf.  
Driver cited for stop sign violation and reckless operation on West 8th Street/North.   Driver 
cited for speed 97/60 on I-480 E/B.  Vehicle located in park after hours; advised on park 
hours.   

 
3/10/21 Provided mutual aid to Independence PD regarding foot pursuit; all four suspects located 

and taken into custody.  Traffic stop on E. Schaaf road; driver had multiple warrants with 
Cuyahoga County Sheriff’s Office; transported same to Sheriff’s Office.  Driver cited for 
speed and open container on Granger Road.  Wires down on E. Schaaf; AT&T and Cox 
Cable notified.  Driver cited on Granger Road for unsafe vehicle and driving under 
suspension.  Two-car accident I-480 E/B; two parties transported to hospital; vehicles 
towed; driver cited for assured clear distance ahead.  Provided mutual aid to Newburgh 
Heights PD regarding a male possibly armed and dangerous refusing to leave residence; 
gone on arrival.  Driver cited for speed on Granger Road.   

 
3/11/21 Driver cited for speed 87/60 on I-480 W/B.  Noise complaint of barking dog on West 5th; 

owner advised and brought dog inside.  Driver cited for driving under suspension on I-480 
W/B; vehicle turned over to valid passenger.  Driver cited for driving under suspension on 
Spring/Van Epps; vehicle towed; advised on active warrants out of Kentucky.  Group home 
requesting assistance with unruly client that left facility; located and transported to hospital 
for evaluation.  Assisted fire department with report of house fire on Van Epps; fire 
extinguished upon arrival.  Driver cited for no driver’s license; advised on display of plates 
and active warrants.  Driver cited for speed on Granger Road.  Driver cited for driving under 
suspension on Tuxedo.   

 
3/12/21 Issued warning citation for vehicle on Shady Ridge parked during prohibited hours.  Driver 

cited for driving under suspension on Granger Road; empty handgun located on floor near 
passenger confiscated for safe-keeping due to impairment of driver.  Driver cited on I-480 
E/B for misuse of dealer plates.  Resident on Shady Ridge located piece of rebar near 
garage; special attention to area.  Traffic stop on Resource Drive; driver cited for speed 
54/35.  Driver cited for speed 51/25 on E. Schaaf.  Driver cited on I-480 E/B for speed 
95/60.  Driver cited for speed on Granger Road.  Driver on Granger Road cited for speed.   
Driver on Granger Road cited for speed and driving under suspension; vehicle towed.  Two-
car accident on I-480 E/B; one party transported to hospital; driver cited for assured clear 
distance ahead.  Driver cited for speed 43/25 on E. Schaaf.   

 
3/13/21 Driver on I-480 E/B cited for marked lanes.  Driver cited on Lancaster for driving under 

suspension and seatbelt; vehicle towed.  Driver cited on Granger Road for speed 63/35 
and driving under suspension.  Request from Seven Hills PD for female officer to search 
female suspected of drug use.  Driver on Granger Road cited for speed 54/35.  Driver cited 
for speed 54/35 on Granger Road; passenger advised on seat belt and furnishing false 
information.   

 
3/14/21 Assisted Seven Hills PD on traffic stop regarding locating firearm in vehicle.  Report of 

unknown male walking around building on Lancaster; unable to locate.   
 
3/15/21 Report of a suspicious vehicle on West 6th Street; checked okay; advised.  Driver cited for 

speed 103/60, driving under suspension and reckless operation on I-480 E/B.  Driver on 
Granger Road cited for speed and temporary permit with no licensed driver.   

 
3/16/21 Attempt to stop stolen vehicle; terminated at Broadview and Cypress; received copy of 

stolen vehicle report from Stow PD.  Report of catalytic convertor theft from vehicle at 
Community Center; reviewed video footage; possibly same vehicle reported stolen from 
night shift.  Driver issued warning citation for stop sign violation on Dorset.  Driver cited for 
speed on Granger Road.  Located juvenile female reported missing from Parma; turned 



over to Parma PD.  Driver cited on I-480 E/B for improper lane change; passenger turned 
over to Parma PD on active warrant.  Driver cited on Lancaster for speed 60/35.   

 
3/17/21 Assisted Independence PD on I-480 W/B with vehicle not stopping; Independence PD 

terminated pursuit after vehicle passed State Road exit.  Driver cited on Granger Road for 
driving under suspension.  Fireworks complaint on North Street; homeowner advised; will 
comply.  Driver cited on Granger Road for speed 58/35.  Driver cited on Granger Road for 
driving under suspension.  Driver cited on Brookpark Road for driving under suspension.   

 
3/18/21 Advised group playing basketball in Dorset mini-park of park hours; sent on their way.  

Driver cited on W. Schaaf and Tuxedo for marked lanes.  Report of pedestrian walking on 
I-480 W/B; transported to BP.  Driver cited on Granger Road for license required.   

 
3/19/21 Driver on Granger Road cited for driving under suspension.  Traffic stop; male with multiple 

warrants; transported to Cuyahoga County Sheriffs’ Office.  Driver cited on Granger Road 
for driving under suspension and seat belt.  Driver cited on Granger Road for improper 
backing.  Driver on Granger Road cited for speed 59/35 and driving under suspension; 
vehicle towed.  Driver cited for speed 60/35 on Granger Road.  Custody dispute on Schaaf 
Road between parent and grandparent; resolved peacefully.   

 
3/20/21 Assisted Parma PD with traffic stop on West 8th.  Brush fire on Granger Road caused by 

power line on fire; fire department on scene; CEI notified.  Welfare check on North Street; 
checked okay; house secure.   

 
3/21/21 Assisted Parma PD with pursuit West Creek and Rockside area; two parties in custody.   
 
3/22/21 Driver cited for driving under suspension on Granger Road.  Driver cited on Schaaf Road 

for failure to stop for school bus.  Driver cited for speed on Brookpark Road.   
 
3/23/21 Citations issued for prohibited parking 3:00 a.m. – 5:00 a.m. on West 8th Street.  Complaint 

of motorcycle doing wheelies on Schaaf Lane; unable to locate.   
 
3/24/21 Maple Hts. PD and Garfield Hts. PD in pursuit of vehicle taken at gunpoint on I-480 W/B; 

unable to locate.  Report of wrong-way driver traveling northbound on I-77 in southbound 
lanes; same struck another vehicle; checked area; unable to locate.  Report of vehicle 
driving on tire rim traveling approximately 30 mph on I-480 W/B; unable to locate.  Driver 
cited for speed on E. Schaaf.   Two-car accident on I-480 E/B entrance ramp; driver cited 
for assured clear distance.  Stop sign warning citations issued on Galway.  Driver cited for 
speed on Granger Road.   

 
3/25/21 Warning citation issued for stop sign violation on Galway.  Citation issued for stop sign 

violation on Galway.  Driver cited for driving under suspension on Granger Road.  Driver 
cited for speed on Granger Road.   

 
3/26/21 Report for hit-skip accident on Granger Road exit ramp; driver transported to hospital.  

Driver cited on Lancaster for no driver’s license, seat belt and stop sign violation; vehicle 
towed.  Driver cited for speed 84/60 on I-480 E/B.  Driver cited on Granger Road for marked 
lanes and driving under suspension; advised on unsafe vehicle, headlights and tail lights.  
Driver cited for marked lanes on I-480 W/B.  Driver cited for speed on Granger Road.   

 
3/27/21 Driver cited for speed 85/60 on I-480 W/B.  Driver cited for speed on Granger Road.  Report 

of two males on railroad tracks; located two juveniles; advised on trespassing and safety 
hazard; transported same to residence.  Driver cited on Granger Road for speed 61/35.  
Driver cited for speed on I-480 EB 86/60.  Driver cited for driving on wrong side of roadway 
on Granger Road; vehicle towed.   

 
3/28/21 Driver cited on I-480 E/B for speed 86/60 and driving under suspension; vehicle towed.  

Driver on Schaaf Road cited for driving on wrong side of roadway and marked lanes;  



suspected driver was under the influence of unknown substance; squad on scene; driver 
became unresponsive; narcan administered.   

 
3/29/21 Report taken for two-car accident on I-480 E/B; one vehicle fled from the scene.  Driver 

cited for dropping of load on Brookpark Road.  Report of loose dog West 5th and Tuxedo 
area; unable to locate.   

 
3/30/21 Driver cited for speed on I-480 W/B.  Located client that walked away from group home; 

party transported to hospital.  Driver cited for driving under suspension, window tint and 
drug paraphernalia; turned over to Parma PD on their warrant.  Driver cited on E. Schaaf 
for prohibited passing and diving under suspension; vehicle towed.  Report of suspicious 
vehicle on Van Epps; unable to locate.  Driver cited for speed 85/60 on I-480 W/B.  Driver 
cited for driving under suspension on Brookpark Road.   

 
3/31/21 Driver cited on I-480 W/B for driving under suspension and seat belt.  Driver cited on West 

Schaaf for driving under suspension. Driver cited for driving under suspension on I-480 
E/B.  Driver cited on West 5th and Tuxedo for turn signal and improper handling of firearm 
in motor vehicle.  Driver cited for speed 46/25 on E. Schaaf.    


